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THESIS:

The architectural profession, by virtue of its lagging philo¬

sophical progress, stands far short of adequately interpreting the value
of physical form in the social structure of the low income subculture.
OBJECTIVE: To create an open ended process of design acculturation
using competent social research.

The objective is introduced with

an analysis of the street; focusing on its role in, and impact on,
the low income subculture.
PRESENTATION:
Part one introduces the thesis describing the crises and stating
the impetus for this statement.

It sets contemporary social research

in the midst of architectural thinking and explores the interface be¬
tween the two disciplines.

Finally, part one defines and proposes a

process for developing viable design perspective:
Part two demonstrates design acculturation.

acculturation.
Using the eyes of

competent social research, it examines one element of the environ¬
ment:

the street.

It analyzes the street according to the values of

the low income subculture, and points up some of the limitations of
architectural philosophy.
Part three concludes the thesis, comparing two divergent solutions
to low income housing.

It contrasts the success of an esoteric archi-

tural order with a non-architectural, highly empathetic solution.
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PART

I.

INTRODUCTION

chapter X
IMPETUS

With the prospect that a large number of low income housing
projects are an inevitable part of the future, the architect should re¬
examine his design processes.

Conventional wisdom upon which most

architectural philosophy rests, fails to monitor the aspirations and
organizations of man.

Certainly the magnitude of the coming redevel¬

opment calls for the incorporation of sociological theory.
The complexity and scale of the contemporary housing dilemma
is scarcely comprehensible.

We will be facing, in the next 40 years,

an increase of about 150 million people in the United States.

This

number, at current densities, would cover 50, 000 square miles of
landscape, about 1 1/2 per cent of the total land area of the United
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States--or an area somewhat greater than is currently occupied by
cities. ^

But population growth represents a small portion of the

problem.

Coupled with population increases, the existing housing

shortage and the growing number of substandard and decaying struc¬
tures create an effect similar to burning a candle at both ends.

The

bulk of new housing construction is now provided at economic levels
that cannot affect the low income groups, and developments in the
economy have dimmed any hope that, for the time being, private
interests will wish to invest in low income housing.

Economic forces

have become the over-riding design consideration; cheap land locates
a development, and monetary risk determines the income level of the
group that will inhabit it.

Professor Frank Tysen, of the University

of California at Los Angeles, calls the current process; "environ¬
mental Russian Roulette", "the creation of a concrete wasteland",
and asserts that "growth for the sake of growth is the ideology of the
cancer cell".
Man has reached the "eleventh hour"; the crisis hour that char¬
acterizes his timing.

News media are filled with warnings,

appeals, and predictions about the ensuing disaster.

As a result,

programs to ameliorate the housing situation are rapidly becoming
paramount in the polity and the primary sounding board of the ghetto
disturbance.
The enormity of the dilemma has developed energy more intent
on getting something done than on determining what should be done;
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and the quality of the solutions that will be produced by these efforts
is the primary concern of this thesis.
If architecture is to seize a role in this enormous opportunity,
then it would best serve the objective by constantly re-examining its
processes.

The past few years have seen very little activity from the

profession in American housing.
held feeling;

J. B. Bakema presents a widely

,f

. . .the evolution of USA-architecture becomes too much

a kind of free-lance-action being non-engaged in the real problems
and making great-statement-buildings at university campuses or along
Park Avenue. . . , ignoring the hottest part of the problem which is
housing for those who really need help. The impetus of this
thesis is the fear that the same design process which produced these
!,

great-statement-buildings" will be imposed on our mass low income

projects.
"In the creation of our environment, we are becoming a nation
of real estate men warped toward mortar instead of mortals
and concerned about house values more than about those human
values that make life tolerable. By the year 2000, we shall
therefore be paying the price of our omissions in a massive
program of suburban renewal with no guarantee that the new
will be any better than the old. "(5)
A story told by Jay Doblin, Professor of Design at the Illinois
Institute of Technology, is in small measure, appropriate to the con¬
cern of this thesis.
"A designer, it seems, was flown to a distant factory so that
he would be on hand for the first test of a newly designed
cigarette package. It was to be run off by an ingenious
machine whose forte was to manufacture huge quantities in a
moment's time. It turned out, to the dismay of the designer,
that the color was wrong: when the switch was turned on, the
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machine in an instant produced 10, 000 identical mistakes. "(6)
Perhaps we should re-examine the color in our machine before
someone turns on the switch.
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FOOTNOTES

(1) Boris Pushkarev, "Scale and Design in a New Environment",
Who Designs America?, ed. Laurence Holland, p. 117.
(2) Frank Tysen, "First Tuesday", January 6,

1970.

(3) Serge Chermayeff and Christopher Alexander, Community
and Privacy, p. 35.
(4) Alison Smithson ed. , Team 10 Primer, p. 10.
(5) Charles Abrams, "Housing in the Year 2000", Environment
and Policy, ed. William Ewald, p. 216.
(6) Laurence Holland ed., Who Designs America, p. 9.
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chapter
CONVENTIONAL WISDOM AND SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

"Once upon a time, we thought that if we could only get our
problem families out of those dreadful slums then papa would
stop taking dope, mama would stop chasing around, and Junior
would stop carrying a knife. Well, we've got them in a nice
apartment with modern kitchens and a recreation center. And
they're the same bunch of bastards they always were. "(1)
When the people we serve have not the power to speak, do we
treat them as biological mass?
desire?

If a man has no wealth, has he no

If our designs are rejected by the independent, do we have

the right to impose these designs on the dependent?
tion include the social organizations of man?

Does our intui¬

Does architecture

serve man or does man serve architecture?
". . .it's got to be clear, back in your own mind that serving
the client is one thing and the art of architecture another. "
Phillip Johnson (2)
7

ILLUSTRATION NO. I. "Kaffeeklatsch" (From "The Outgoing Life'
the third article in a series about Park Forest, written by William
H. Whyte, and published by Fortune in 1953).

Herbert Gans, for two years tasted life in a New York suburb,
and his documented account of this experience shows that "conven¬
tional wisdom" is sadly lacking in appraising human behavior.^)
Gans suggests that the "suburban myth" was created by irresponsible
writers and popular fiction after Whyte’s Park Forest studies.
illustration No. 1.)

(See

Myths that grew out of these reports became an

active part of literary and social comment;

Gans gives John Keats

credit for being the most "hysterical of the mythmakers" in Keats
creation of The Crack In The Picture Window,

The incredible

image developed by Keats was picked up by many critics, among them
architects and planners, who blamed the builders for destroying the
countryside and corrupting the populace.

Gan's study, however, was

not intended to be a defense for suburbia but rather an investigation
into the social changes that occur in a new development.

He centered

his studies upon four questions: "the origin of a new community, the
quality of suburban life, the effect of suburbia on the behavior of its
residents, and the quality of politics and decision making. "(5)
Throughout his book he reveals that, in most cases, the decision to
live in the suburb is a function of aspirations and not a last resort
measure; and it is implicit here that planners and architects--himself
a planner--ignore the values that send people to suburbia.
That architects and planners are frustrated by Gan’s record,
goes without saying.

They've a great deal of stock in the popular

criticism of "urban sprawl", and Gans seriously challenges that
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 2. "Radiant City11 (From Creation is a Patient
Search, by LeCorbusier).

popular thought.
This popular criticism fuels a plethora of utopian schemes which
saturate architectural thought.

Utopia is the antithesis of urban

sprawl and the epitome of simple environmental order according to
functional analysis.

(See illustration No. 2.)

William Michelson sought to determine that proportion of the
population which would be most adaptable to utopian schemes, (k)

Le

Corbusier's description of the "Radiant City" was chosen as a guide¬
line for what utopias are all about:
"The new city is compact and occupies less space. It has no
suburbs. The transportation problem solves itself. We learn
to walk again. With buildings 150 feet high we can accommo¬
date 400 persons to the acre--a superdensity. Only 12 percent
of the ground space is occupied by buildings, the remaining 88
percent being parks and sportsgrounds. The latter are thus
immediately at the foot of the buildings. The parts of the city
are planned according to their various functions. The circum¬
ference of the city stops abruptly against cornland, orchards,
or prairies. The city is thus surrounded by country and
becomes a city of green. "(7)
Le Corbusier's scheme in hand, Michelson analyzed a survey
sample done by the Survey Research Center of the University of
Michigan discovering--what to architects should be jolting indictment--"most people don't want what architects want." By comparing
respondents' answers to utopian principles, Michelson synthesized
that none of the 748 people questioned fit all the catagories required
for Le Corbusier's environment.

Michelson found that, to the tune

of 85 percent of those questioned, most people prefer single-family
houses on large suburban lots--one third acre or more--and prefer
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driving their own cars to work.
From the report of Gans and the synthesis of Michelson, one may
conclude that solutions must evolve through a design process that is
sensitive to the morphology of man's social dependence and sensitive
to man's desires.

Gans and Michelson represent proof that behavioral

scientists are not withholding their skills, but one doubts the accept¬
ance of these efforts in light of current design philosophy.
"One of the troubles with architecture is that some big name
architects have what I call the Ayn Rand Syndrome. They
think they are social philosophers with sociological skills;
they propose comprehensive schemes for redoing society and
they'd like to impose them on people, often through their
buildings. Aside from the fact that I don't think anyone has
the right to impose his schemes on the world, whether he's
an architect or a sociologist, most architects don't have the
foggiest notion how society works, how people live and how
they want to live. They're trained to design buildings and
that's what they ought to be doing. . . Too often, they want
to build something that looks good in the architectural
journals and wins prizes. . . Too many prize-winning
buildings are not humane--that is, they are neither func¬
tional nor comfortable. "(9)
The faulty mix of social research in the design process comes
from three major weaknesses:

professional uncertainty, inadequate

theoretical models, and awkward communication with social science.
A fallacious dichotomy torments architectural thinking, the
cleavage between "design" and responsibility.

"Design" represents

an aseptic strata of thinking upon which responsible data is imposed,
and "design" compromises its purity to accommodate the program.
William Caudill, in his 1968 convention address to the Michigan
Society of Architects, defined architecture as: ". . .the fulfillment of
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man's needs as measured by his values.He further asserted
that "architecture" is not independent of its purpose, maintaining
that "corbusier's 'Savoye House' full of hay isn't architecture--it
was architecture only when the Savoye's were living in it".

Caudill

predicted that in the future, architects will bring about change-"change for the better", and that as a result of the growing sensitivity
to human needs, there would not be very many "really good
designers". ^ *■)
Caudill's predictions and his definition of architecture, mirrors
the philosophical unease of the profession.

The belief that few good

designers will survive the increased sensitivity, springs from the
feeling that as technical input increases, personal influence and
traditional design control decreases.

However, if the architect could

isolate his personal values and accurately monitor man's needs, he
might be able to accommodate those needs.

Then, by Caudill's

definition, the future architect would be a good designer as a result
of a growing sensitivity to human needs.

Caudill's view is consistent

with the profession's confusion between its values and the values of
those it serves.
Ubiquitous wrestling with values is the source of this professional
uncertainty; and in a time when social values have become so influ¬
ential in the wider society, the architect feels squeezed between the
value structure of his education and those values he receives from an
immersion in society--exacerbated always by the media.
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 3. Recreation: the analytic process of CIAM
(From Can Our Cities Survive ?, by Jose Luis Sert).

HKCIIKATIONAL NKKDS or DII-TKKKNT At IK (IIUHIPS. These minis, together »ith tin?
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gram for the planning of recreational areas. 'Phis tfraph, designed by the Duteh poupof the C..I.A.M.
for the city of Kottcrdani. formed part, of a complete study of the recreational needs of that city.

"Values do not consist in ’desires' but rather in the desirable,
that is, what we not only want but feel that is right and proper
to want for ourselves and for others. (Values are) abstract
standards that transcend the moment and ephemeral
situations. "(12)
Value priority is a unique part of any project, and the design
will ultimately express the order of priorities as they were finally
arranged by the design process.

Values play character roles of

their own, each trying to dominate the program; whenever one injects
a new value, all the old values challenge its strength by seeking con¬
flict.

The architect, like the value character, hesitates to add

another element to his thought process unless he can clearly foresee
the advantage of its inclusion.

So, innovations that attach themselves

to old values are far more acceptable than new values operating alone.
The setting of priorities among the values of the profession, the archi¬
tect, the client, and society is the architect's job: the result rests
on his ability to judge these values.
Justification for social consideration has not yet matured; and,
in the value struggle, social values are among the first to succumb.
With the frequency of client contact, and an ever present economic
awareness, the architect can easily abide the exclusion of anything
that might complicate his task.

Even so, architectural philosophers

have yet to produce an adequate model within which the profession can
use social values.
The Congres' Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne (CIAM)
championed the first design process based on human needs, marking
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 4. "The family bath" (From the report presented
to the Fourth Congress by the CIAM group of France; and recorded
by Jose Luis Sert in Can Our Cities Survive?).
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the fall of the nineteenth century preoccupation with style.

(13)

"The sole object of our efforts is to develop architectural
and town planning methods that are appropriate to both the
needs and the technical means of our day, so as to con¬
tribute toward giving men healthier and happier surroundings. n
Cornell van Eesteren
President of CIAM to the 5th
Congress (14)
The CIAM placed its emphasis on the needs of man according to
an analytic process of logic.

(See illustration No. 3.)

Like the

medieval theories of human composition, the CIAM theorized that the
good life was made of those noble qualities man logically needed: sun¬
light, fresh air, a safe environment, and adequate housing built
according to high quality standards of construction.

These elements

were so desperately needed that serious social diagnosis would have
seemed superfluous.

(See illustration No. 4.)

The Smithson's mourned the success of CIAM; saying that, out of
a very real concern for the physical well-being of man came inhuman
conditions of a subtler order than the slums, They felt that design
based solely on the needs of man according to hygene, light and circu¬
lation produced monotony that was unsurpassed.
The need for social diagnosis was the impetus of the Smithson's
scheme for London's Golden Lane Housing Competition in 1952. (*-6)
Their presentation of that scheme, at Aix-en-Provence to CIAM in
1953, marked the introduction of the words ASSOCIATION and
IDENTITY into architectural thinking.

Rejecting the idea that housing

need conform only to high quality construction standards, they
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 5. "Street Games", by Nigel Henderson (Fro
Urban Structuring by Alison and Peter Smithson).

developed their philosophy around symbols of social expression, and
physical expressions of security.

The simple order of the slum street,

they believed, created feelings of safety and social bond; and they
theorized that

M

the street is not only a means of access but also an

arena for social expression11.

In the uninhibited organization of

children’s street games, and in their desire to create a sense of well¬
being lay the meaning of ASSOCIATION and IDENTITY.

(See

illustration No. 5.)
The Smithsons were influenced by Judith Henderson, a sociologist,
and her husband Nigel, a photographer, who together had theorized
that the strong social bonds of Bethnal Green were a product of the
neighborhood propinquity. The Smithsons felt that within this
theory lay the answers to new-town planning.

Subsequently, Nigel’s

photographs and the Smithson's studies stirred the interest of several
in attendance at Aix-en-Provence; and these few, together with the
Smithsons, formed an information exchange which later became Team
10.
Charged with the CIAM program for Dubrovnik in 1956, Team 10
presented projects that were based on analyses of human association,
marking a break in architectural thinking.

Where CIAM had champi¬

oned the integration of method, organization, and technology, Team 10
broke from functional organization to human association as an analytic
process.
In the Golden Lane project, the Smithsons clearly stated that
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 6. Concepts from the Golden Lane Project
(From Urban Structuring by Alison and Peter Smithson).
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The dwelling thought of in terms of human association should take
account not only of the family but also those additional responsi¬
bilities which vary in all countries and with all families—this addi¬
tional activity gives identity to the dwelling and its inhabitants.
Traditional Street considered as active environment is now being
changed by increased mobility.
Re-identifying man with his environment cannot be achieved by
using historical forms of house-groupings: streets, squares, greens,
etc., as the social reality they represent no longer exists.
The principle of identity we propose is the basis of the Golden
Lane Project—a multi-level city with residential streets-in-the-air.
Outside the house is the first point of contact where children learn
for the first time of the world outside. Here are carried on those adult
activities which are essential to everyday life—shopping, car clean¬
ing, scooter repairs, letter posting. (THE STREET)

theirs was a search and not a solution. They had developed an
awareness of sociological impact and sought to express that awareness.
Their simplistic manipulation of the street illustrates their presump¬
tuous attitude toward social structures, in that, although they realized
some of the social functions of the street--justifying the existence of
the street--they never looked back on their capricious manipulation of
it.

(See illustration No. 6.)

two major flaws:

In its genesis the Smithsons' concept had

the implication that the social organizations of man

are uniform, and a runaway intuition.
The Smithsons were also influenced by Le Corbusier's "Radiant
City" schemes, and their "street in the air" concept grew out of that
influence. (2°)

The primary difference, aside from scale, was that in

the Golden Lane project the elevated street replaced the ground net¬
work; and the elevated street in "Radiant City" separated the automo¬
bile from the ground network.
Seventeen years have passed since Aix-en-Province, and as time
passes it is increasingly difficult to realize the impact of that meeting;
that is, the Smithsons' real contribution now appears to have been
simply an injection of a new value into an old ordering process, and
the injection created a change that is primarily verbal--more apparent
in the concept than in the concrete.

The social activities were nothing

more than circulation patterns plugged back into the logical ordering
of the CIAM.

The Smithsons realized their scheme was primitive,

but they expressed a glow of confidence because they knew what they
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wanted to do without knowing the difficulties.
Aldo van Eyck of Team 10 presents a counter position to the
Smithsons.

He proposes that architecture and planning be used not in

response to social aims, but used to develop social form anew.

Not

unlike Le Corbusier, van Eyck realizes that social form and physical
form are not totally independent.

Le Corbusier realized that society

would have to be altered to fit into his utopia, but van Eyck would alter
the direction of social development.
n

What we are after is a new as yet unknown configurative
discipline. It's hard to tell anybody about it because no¬
body in the twentieth century has made it his. The discipline
is still not ours, .the art of humanizing vast number hasn't
advanced beyond the first vague preliminaries. We know
nothing of vast multiplicity. . .we cannot come to grips with
it. . .not as architects, planners or anybody else. And there's
the challenge. No discipline available to us now can solve
the social and form problems which vast number poses. We
have lost touch with what I call harmony in motion, or the
aesthetics of number. "(22)
Van Eyck's frustration and the shallow sociological depth of the
Smithson's scheme reflect contemporary design philosophy.

Placing

exaggerated faith in their intuition the architects continue to produce
schemes which imply that society is as malleable as their desire, and
it seems that they refuse to submit their whim to anyone who disagrees.
Shad Woods' remark--"There is another side to the problem: our
sociologists, those eminent technocrats, wake up in a cold sweat at
the thought of the disintegration of family and social life in the housing
schemes. . .f,(23) „ Demonstrates that design philosophy is still the
recalcitrant party in the development of models that would incorporate
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the two disciplines.
"The delay in using social science data in the design fields is
a product of several factors. There is, for one thing, the
reluctance of designers to replace their reliance on intuition,
artistry, and perceptual values such as harmony, integrity,
and cohesion with the jargon of a new group of self-proclaimed
experts. "(24)
Communications between architecture and sociology will not be
established until the architect withholds his intuition long enough to
consider the complexities of social science.

More than a simple

acknowledgement of social form is required in order that successful
models can evolve.

Social forms are not of a uniform nature, and a

design model should be developed around the unique social patterns of
the beneficiaries.
Architectural philosophy asks of sociological research the use of
a common thread, something that can be plugged into the general
framework of architectural thought.

Unfortunately that common image

doesn't exist and the nature of sociology is such that a common image
may be a long time in the making.
Robert Gutman, a professor in the department of sociology and
the Urban Studies Center at Rutgers University, has experimented in
the bi-disciplinary mix.

He maintains that the architect's ignorance

of the nature of social research is a short in the communication cir¬
cuit.

Gutman related that architects assumed that questions they

asked could be answered on the basis of general sociological theory,
and that architects expect sociologists to forecast the organizational
consequences that might follow specific features of a design scheme.
23

Gutman joined Maldonado in feeling that the architect’s preoccupation
with the future is a way of avoiding confrontation with the problems in
contemporary society.

He concluded that: ”a concise theory specify¬

ing the significant spatial and social variables and the nature of their
possible interrelations must be developed. . ."(26)
Until sociology is blessed with a Pythagoras, anyone seeking its
advice must accept the information in its inherent form.

To date,

sociology does not allow itself to predict human behavior; the variables
are too numerous for speculation.

Human behavior does not follow any

known formula: all that can be said is that human behavior is the pro¬
duct of socialization, and socialization is the process by which culture
is transmitted through a myriad of organizations, and the degree of
influence from one organization to another affects different people in
different ways.

So until more sophisticated methods are developed,

the architect can work only within the known patterns and life styles
as they are presented by the social scientist.
In short, evidence accumulates that architectural philosophy has
become a paternalistic entity based on esoteric values; and at a time
when environments are created for large numbers of people who are
relatively voiceless, the morality of this phenomenon is questionable.
The values of the architectural profession and the wider society are
jumbled, and the inadequate intuitive design models that exist are the
results.

The barriers to solving the problem are: the professional

uncertainty among architects fed by the traditions of the profession,
and awkward communication with social science.
24
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chapter O
ACCULTURATION:

A PERSPECTIVE FOR DESIGN

There are no simple social formulas that can be plugged-in to a
design program.

Sociologists feel that they stand at the outermost rim

of understanding the basic structure of human society.

Even so,

sociologists have drawn conclusions from their research that will tell
the architect many things about the voiceless low income population.
Therefore, until convient formulas are available, architects who care
to develop meaningful housing schemes for the poor can bind themselves
to a process of acculturation through the use of competent social
research.
n

Acculturation" is defined as one people’s taking on elements

from the culture of another.

In its purest sense, the word refers to

the acquisition of ways of behaving and valuing across cultural lines.
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A common example is the migrant who is
society.

n

acculturatedn into the new

The term differs from socialization, in that, socialization

is the transmission of a culture through a natural order; a child is
Socialized11 as he is raised in a culture.
The word "acculturation" is used here because, in designing mass
low income housing, the architect is precariously making decisions
that will affect a large number of people; and "sensitivity" falls short
of conveying the empathy required of the architect.

The architect’s

intuition should be guided by empathy with the inhabitants of the project.
Were one to view architectural innovation as the extreme force in
architectural thinking, and architectural theory as the midrange bet¬
ween innovation and the traditional practice--the former being free of
a client’s will; the latter very stable as a result of a client’s will-and can see the decision-making process getting farther and farther
from the control of those affected; then one could anticipate the horror
when these two freely operating forces join.

The result would be an

unacceptable order imposed on a voiceless mass.
"When a single group or combination of groups achieves a
virtual monopoly of power, it no longer has to take account
of the interest of other groups. There are no effective
checks on its power. Even though motivated by high ideals,
any group with a monopoly on power endangers the freedom
of others. "(3)
One cannot assume that the decision-making process, via all the
legal hurdles involved, is bent on carefully handling social organi¬
zations.

"Community action" and "self help" programs are helpless

to refute this.

Recent redevelopment programs support this doubt.
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 7. The Old West End, Boston (From The
Urban Villagers by Herbert J. Gans).

The Boston Housing Authority, working under the upper-middle
class assumption that deterioration and disorganization are correlated,
wiped away the aging west end and replaced it with housing that, for
economic reasons, displaced its inhabitants. (See illustration Nos. 7 & 8)
Herbert Gans discovered that, rather than a slum, the old area con¬
sisted of blue-collar people taking advantage of the low rents and
proximity to friends and relatives.

And that even their concerted

efforts to stave demolition were silenced by the powerful interests
behind the redevelopment program. ^
When the affected community is not heard by the decision makers,
then the interests of the community must be a part of the design pro¬
gram.

The architect, with his esoteric values, must be acculturated

into the society of the project's inhabitants.

This process of accultur¬

ation is a prerequisite in developing empathy and meaningful response
to the social organization.
Robert Venturi discovered that architects, in their criticism of
chaos in the commercial strip, are suffering from a perverted per¬
spective.

With Las Vegas as an example, Venturi builds his argument

around the idea that symbolism and the scale of vehicular movement
form an order that is manifested in the "chaos" of strip.

He adduced

that, by its nature, the strip is the product of a complex interaction
of orders in which buildings play a myopic part; and that communica¬
tion transcends space--that without symbolism the strip wouldn't exist.
Venturi feels that architects who criticize solely on the basis of visual
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 8. The New West End, Boston (From
The Urban Villagers by Herbert J. Gans).

merit are looking at the wrong thing, from a perspective that limits
its scope by tradition.

Venturi called his discovery "invisible order",

because it operates in retrospect or in spite of idealized order; and
that order, in the physical, is not readily comprehensible. ^
Like the order of the commercial strip, social order operates
in an invisible fashion.

Order in the slum exists in the pluralism

created by countervailing organizational powers; and one builds empathy
through familiarity with the order as it exists. ^

Unfortunately archi¬

tects are not equipped for seeing this order either.
Social research attempts to learn more about society than is
possible in the ordinary course of living.

Sociologists are trained to

distinguish reliable from unreliable and knowledge from opinion.

The

researcher possesses skills in sampling, and a fund of ideas that help
him to form hypotheses about his studies.

Too, professional skepticism

gives sociological research precision beyond the ability of novice
observation.
ing.

Social research wants to go beyond counting and report¬

It seeks to understand and explain, to go beyond fact gathering

to comparison, interpretation, and assessment of how different aspects
(7)
of society are related/ '

Social research is a corrective lens through which architects can
view environments.

By seeing more perceptively architects can

accurately acculturate their thinking, and with this empathy assume a
vicarious and viable perspective.
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PART

II.

ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH

A SOCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE STREET

Introduction
Low income areas are composed of myriads of ethnic and situa¬
tional combinations that uniquely effect each area.

Each peculiarity

should be considered in the design program for any such area.

But,

the problem is, the mainstream of architectural philosophy remains
ignorant of even the typical characteristics.

This analysis will assume

that much of what is known about the social workings of the low income
subculture is class phenomena.

And, some of these characteristics

will be used to examine social impact on the physical environment.
The following analyzes the effects of social organization on one
aspect of the low income environment: the street.

It demonstrates that

architectural philosophy has failed to realize the impact of mans' social
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organizations on form.

The analysis seeks to generate form from

that which social research has to offer, and from the critical review
of architectural philosophy and form.

The stance of the analysis

removes itself from aesthetics and deals more with environmental
ordering.

The analysis is constructive in nature and will not assume

an iconoclastic position; however, architectural ideas and works will
be used to demonstrate the thesis and may lend their inclusion to
iconoclasm.

The projects and ideas discussed are used in the belief

that their existence is valid, in that, they represent fulfilling roles in
the progress of architectural philosophy.
The peer group society is the typical social form of the low income
area, and the peer group is a function of the subculture that creates a
social impact on the street. ^

The peer group society places demands

on the street such that the street is the axis of daily life.

Subsequently,

functional demands on the street are secondary to the sociability of
the peer group society.

The street as an element of function
The street carries on a plethora of routine and necessary functions,
functions that involve moving traffic, providing order, and servicing
the urban structure.

A recital of these tangible functions would be

superfluous in this analysis, but the mention serves to demonstrate
an awareness of use over and above pedestrian and automobile circu¬
lation.
Architects usually analyze and manipulate their designs around
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the activities of the pedestrian and the automobile.

Utopian schemes,

without exception, separate the paths of these two parties.

Undoubtedly

this phenomena is linked to the analytic process born of CIAM, and to
the contemporary preoccupation with safety.
The process of functional analysis gives the architect a valuable
tool for communicating his thoughts and for recording all the complex¬
ities of a problem.

By being broken into parts, a project is workable

part by part; it becomes a multilayer web of individual systems each
carrying on an assigned task.

Manipulation of the complexities is

simply a matter of modifying within a limited zone of the project.

The

architect can work within the limitations of one system at a time,
"ceteris paribus”.

According to this analytic process, whenever the

analysis is complete within the framework of the restrictions of the
site and the economic limitations, the project is designed.

This order¬

ing process reduces a project to an aesthetic machine, capable of
carrying out its intended functional duties.
"... every activity be contained in a tangible physical zone,
and that each zone through its formal clarity and integrity
induce, reflect, and sustain the activity it has been designed
to serve."
Chermayeff^ ^
Volumes of traffic that clog the streets easily fall heir to the
architect*s ordering schemes.

Kahn likened the ideal street system

to the motion of a river; the freeways are rivers, fed by harbors of
parking and canal networks of branches and docks that draw from the
interior neighborhood areas. ^ Kahn*s hierarchy is not really very
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different from any basic understanding of traffic control, but he is a
little more romatically expressive than most traffic engineers.

He

sees the street network as another convenience, piped to the populace
in a series of veins that are as convenient as a water hydrant, turned
on and off as desired.

Chermayeff handles the "public enemy number

one" in much the same fashion as does Kahn, but he compares the
street network to the veins of a leaf. Through a series of speed reduc¬
tion lanes, he brings the automobile to rest and filters it out in a com¬
munity garage, and thereby bars it from pedestrian circulation.
Arterial hierarchies are unquestionably required in the systematic
manipulation of great numbers of cars, but the hierarchy principal
experiences a trade-off of values as the scale reduces.

The arterial

hierarchy, at the heart of the city, expresses by necessity an expedient
function; but in the density reduction of residential areas the quest for
the hierarchy expresses society’s preoccupation with safety.
Boris Pushkarev believes that the American "over-obsession"
with safety is a function of the culture.

Calling it the "danger of

safety", Pushkarev refers to the excrescences of the culture based on
such things as "absurd liability claims".
"We are so concerned with preserving the quantity of life
at any cost, that we become oblivious to the resulting im¬
poverishment of its quality.
One gets evicted from New York State parks if one swims
beyond the ’protected’ area, which is often only waist-deep.
The law does not say ’swimming beyond protected area at
your own risk’, the law say ’prohibited'. In theory, a
free society allows the individual to do anything that does
not impinge on the rights of others. Certainly, drowning
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because of one's own carelessness does not impinge on any¬
body's rights; it is strictly a personal affair. When a
society decides that it is obliged to save people from their
own stupidity by force, that society is dangerously close
to dragging people into paradise by force. "(6)
Pushkarev further maintains that many safety measures are an
encroachment on society.

The $23, 000 estimated cost of a single

highway fatality will purchase one mile of fence that will hamper the
enjoyable experience of driving for thousands.

But the culture of our

society creates a feeling that if that fence will save one drunk from
jumping the roadway, the cost is justified.
Society, Pushkarev asserts, does have to, in one way or another,
deal with the deviant or reckless individual.

The aesthetic costs to

society must be assessed in the control mechanisms.

For example,

the closing of heavily wooded parks in dry seasons represents the
social cost for the careless few who lack the self control required for
fire prevention.

Pushkarev suggests that alternatives should be sought

for handling the accident-prone, careless, and irresponsible individuals
that create these restraints.
safety be worth living in?

Would a society designed for utmost

Environmental rigidity is Pushkarev's

"danger of safety".
Architects provide services based on these middle-class values;
actually, the values are professional upper-middle class.

They assume

that, given the opportunities and services available to the middle class,
the low income subculture would quickly relinquish its present life
style, when in fact, social values are somewhat restricted to cultural
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 9. Patterns of association (From The
Organization Man by William H. Whyte).

How Homeowners Get Together: (1) Individuals tend to become
most friendly with neighbors whose driveways adjoin theirs. (2)
Deviates or feuding neighbors tend to become boundaries of the
gang. (3) Peofde in the most central positions make the greatest
nundh'r of social contacts. (4) Street width and traffic determine
whether or not people make friends across the street. (5) People
make friends with those in back of them only where some physical
feature creates traffic—such as the short-cut pavement one woman
on tfw lower street uses on her way to the supermarket.

lines, and this presumptuous attitude can not be justified.
Indeed the image of safety is not consistent across cultural lines.
Perception of function and concern for safety are viewed from different
perspectives by different subcultures.

What one might see as over¬

crowded, congested, and unsafe may seem to another comfortable and
secure.

Coversely, tenement dwellers interpret the quiet of suburbia

as lonely and dangerous. ^

In fact, in low income areas, noise and

activity in the street stimulates social interaction.
William H. Whyte explains that that daily routine of the street is
the catalysis of social activity.

He observed that social activities

occur along paths developed by the daily routine.
No. 9.)

(See illustration

Similarly Gans discovered that the routine of the street served

as a device for initial acquaintances in Levittown, where, coming and
going, driving about, carrying out the garbage and so on served to
acquaint the residents.

The routine of the street, in densely populated

low income areas, provides contacts that not only permit but maintain
social relations.
The low income subculture is directly woven into the street as
result of forces within the subculture. The class that characterizes
this area is people-directed and the street is the vehicle of that
phenomenon.
The social organization of the low income subculture rests on
peer associations.

Peer groups form around circles of trust within

the limitations of certain common distinctions: sex, age, kinship and
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race.

According to middle class standards, the dedication given the

peer group deprives the individual of an adequate self-awareness.

The

people live within the group, and they do not like to be alone.
The individual's primary aspiration is to be a person within the
group.

He becomes intrinsically tied to the group, and his self-awareness

comes from participation in the group. Children, for example, are
expected to behave as adults in the presence of elders at home; but in
the presence of their peers they possess considerable freedom to act
as they wish, as long as they stay out of trouble.

"The children's

world is their own, and only within it can they really behave like
children. Peer groups are common among all age groups, and the
person-directed attitude is unchanged regarless of age or sex.

The

street emerges as a social form composed of a suspension of peer
groups.
The individual's desire for group encounter gives impetus to
street life.

Teenagers illustrate the strength of this attachment when

they, after being arrested and released, speak of going "back to the
streets. They perceive as their bench mark their role in the life
of the street.

Attachment to street life is so strong that it transcends

the concept of community in the low income area.
In West End Boston, Gans concluded that identification with the
street was so great that the "community" did not exist until it was
realized that demolition was going to take place; then, in a crisis, a
community emerged. Campaigning politicians had made somewhat
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different speeches on each street, filled with promises of what would
be done for the street if they were elected.
The point is that the street works as a functional element of the
social structure, and that the architect's functional analysis fails to
include the social functions.

Utopians see man as a universal being,

and social research can point out additional criteria.
"... the actual fabric of buildings and land should be like
a culture medium. . .a culture medium that stimulates and
enriches. . .the creative responses of the community to its
most human life. "(16)

The street as a nexus between the cell and the city
In looking at the subculture's use of the street, the form must
extend to include the space between the buildings and must not be limited
to the area between the curbs.

The area between the curbs represents

the control on a circulation system that is accepted by and integrated
into, the form.

But the integrated vehicular circulation is not per¬

ceived as a channel of communication with the wider society nor is the
street perceived as a life sustaining nexus between city and cell.
This section relates to the subculture's view of the physical and
psychological extensions of the street.

It will illustrate the fact that

the low income subculture has a static feeling towards the street, and,
psychologically, the people do not think of their street as a part of a
greater organization, the city.
Chermayeff suggests that the dwelling is an organ of the urban
creature; a cell upon which the city depends for certain functions.
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The

strength and well-being of the cell is vitally important to the city.
Chermayeff also asserts that well-being depends upon the quality of
circulation and communication between cell and city.

17)1

v(

Chermayeff’s analogy articulates functioning elements.

He sees

the cell as an appendage of the city, when in the low income subculture,
the cell relates only to the immediate street.

The street physically is

part of a greater organization but psychologically severs itself from
the wider society.
People, who characterize the low income area, have concepts
about institutions in the wider society that do not lend themselves to
creating a rapport between city and cell physically or psychologically.
By necessity the street provides a pathway for going and coming; and
jobs, schools, and consumption makes these people use the street as
an access to the wider society.

But they see the street quite statically.

Perhaps the best way to illustrate this would be in regard to work.
Upper-middle class and middle class people live in the achievement
of goals; or, they live to sustain their work.
class people work to sustain living.

Low income and lower

Therefore; the street, via the

peer group society, acts as an end and not as a means with reference
to work.

Schooling has much the same impact, in that school seems

useful only for acquiring jobs that pay more and increase an individual’s
strength in the group, thus supporting the street life phenomena.

The

hostile attitude toward politics represents vividly the subculture’s
desire to keep its distance from the city.
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’’(The people). . .are convinced

that the police, the government bureaucracy, the elected officials,
and the courts are corrupt and are engaged in a never-ending con¬
spiracy to deprive the citizens of what is morally theirs. They
avoid working with the government as much as possible; and, as a
result of their belief that the outside world is corrupt, they blind them¬
selves to their own collective strength.

Most encounter with the govern¬

ment supports their beliefs, which in turn makes them alienated.
"They are hired or turned down for patronage jobs, and they
may work on city construction projects. Thus, when bribes
are passed, illegal influence employed, and shoddy materials
used in construction, they are closer to the evidence than
the middle-class person. They confront corruption every
day and see others gain by it, without reaping any benefit
from it themselves."(19)
The perception of the static street, creates the form of an urban
village.

This village form functions as a phenomena that is in isolation

and is without psychological links to the city. The street belongs
to the people, and it does not represent the invasion of an alien system.
The environmental threshold in Chermayeff's scheme coincides with
the automobile door, where one is immediately in one environment or
another.

But the threshold of the low income subculture is psychologi¬

cal and accepts the automobile as an active participant in the environ¬
ment.
In retrospect the street is the nexus between the individual and his
peers.

In the street, the individual behaves in ways calculated to

strengthen rapport with his peer group.

Participation in the street

life permits the individual to express himself and to communicate with
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the peer group society.

The street as a medium of social expression
f,

Street life is a vital link in the communication network
of the Addams area and, as a result, governs much of what
the residents know of one another beyond the range of
personal acquaintance. n(21)
The street is the medium for the subculture's social expression.
Members of the various peer groups seek to strengthen their ties
to the groups, and they do this through their participation in street
life.

The almost ceaseless activities of the street are filled with ges¬

tures and postures that are directly linked to the influence of the peer
group society.
"Friendships, companionships, and the warmth and pleasures
of close emotional ties are, of course, available only as a
result of our relationship with others are in themselves
group-oriented goals."(22)
Suttles observed that nuances in the language, gestures, clothing,
grooming and personal display are controlled by the peer group; and
that all of these are communication devices that articulate the various
groups.

Each group uses the devices to convey an image of how it

balances its relations to the neighborhood and the wider community.
The significance of these communicative devices is that they are
directed toward, and injected into, street life.

Ethnic lines determine,

to a great extent, which devices are used by whom; but the devices are
all integrated into the activities of the street.
The one factor of social expression that affects the street form
must be the subculture's insatiable affinity for the automobile.
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In some

families, the man’s desire to buy a late model car takes priority over
everything else. Chermayeff calls it the "auto-centric" culture;
and a compulsive preoccupation that makes the obvious uncomfortable
facts escape notice. All the same, their love for the automobile
is a reality.
The expressive use of the automobile takes on two divergent
attitudes: one is vanity, the other, masculinity.

The difference is

found in the difference between, what Gans calls

’’routine-seekers, ”

and "action-seekers. ”(26)
The "routine-seekers" try to establish stable patterns of living by
using the automobile as an expression of male vanity.
immaculate witness to their adeptness.
their routine-seeking nature.

The car is the

But it is the act that symbolizes

Sometimes the car is washed and polished

each weekend in an almost puctilious fashion.
The "action-seekers" lead an episodic life, realizing their pleasure
in adventurous activities.

Action-seekers are a colorful lot, and the

automobile becomes an extension of their nature.

Gan's description

best characterizes the scene.
"The automobile serves as an important mode of self-expression
to the male West Ender--as it does many other working-class
Americans: it displays his strength and his taste. When the
man has the money--and the freedom to spend it--he thus
will buy the most powerful automobile he can afford, and
will decorate it with as many accessories as possible.
The size of the car and the power of its motor express his
toughness; the accessories, the carefully preserved finish,
and chrome are an extension of the self he displays to the
peer group. This was illustrated one night when a drunk
damaged a young West Ender’s car with a beer bottle. The
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West Ender was enraged, not because of the violence done to
the finish nor because of the cost of repairing it, for the
damage was slight. He was angry, rather, because of what
he called "the principle of the thing, " that someone had hurt
him--through his car--without cause. The object is an
extension of the person, and it is important only insofar
as it represents that person. "(28)
The automobile inextricably blends into the life of the subculture.
Its role is more involved than being simply a convenience.

In addition

to transportation, the automobile serves as an extenions of self, giving
one the opportunity to display either his virility or his vanity.

It is an

accepted participant in the street life of the low income subculture;
and trends and aspirations of that subculture, indicate that it is not
likely to be rejected in the near future.

The street as a playground
"In visiting various housing developments, I have been puzzled
by a curious fact about children's play areas. The children
seem to play somewhere else. Developers and architects have
repeatedly assured me that this could not be so. Often they
have pointed to awards given for the excellence of the design;
they have shown me stacks of house photos of the play areas,
invariably jammed with children. Surely I must have visited
at the wrong time of day. "
William H. Whyte(24)
"Children, being unaware of planning principles, continue
to play happily wherever the mood or game of the moment
takes them. Like dogs, . . . , they roam wherever the leader
of the pack takes them. . . A piece of grass adjoining a road
gets more use than an apparently better and more expensive
piece of grass in the rear of the buildings--even if this is
baited with swings and seesaws. "(30)
The preceding is a portion of a planner's report concerning the
misuse of children's playground facilities in Welwyn Garden City,
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England.

It illustrates that the planners1 frustration, at children's

recalcitrance toward organized play spaces, is a wide spread phenom¬
enon.

But this is a point that, no matter how it is presented, is ignored;

architects and planners go on pretending that children will sift down
into their neatly arranged schemes.

When, by and large, children's

behavior conflicts with the principal of functional articulation.
It would be far more reasonable to presume that children, of the
middle and upper-middle class, would adhere to spacial ordering far
more readily than children of the lower classes.

Children of the

middle and upper-middle class are more apt to be goal oriented and
thereby subject to self restraint.
episodic

But lower class children live in an

environment, sort of doing whatever is expected within the

immediate group.
The low income subculture has a proclivity for impulsive child
rearing, reaffirming, the child's episodic activities.

The parent dis¬

ciplines the child according to the occasion, with no regard to how that
discipline might structure the childs future behavior.

There is little

concern for consistency in discipline; the child is viewed as a "little
adult", and the parent is not concerned with how the child reacts to
disciplinary action.

The child, then, learns behavior patterns that are

appropriate for the occasion, and develops a double set of standards:
behavior in the family, and behavior in the peer group.

The latter

known as the "rules of the street. "(^2)
The expression, "rules of the street", describes the motivation
for the behavior of children.

As was the discovery of the early
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Chicago sociologists, children behave in a "gang" or group-organized
fashion. The activities are selected by tacit group agreements.
Behavior is stimulated by the group and results in a self perpetuating
series of actions that do not necessarily represent the motivations of
any single participant; however, leaders do exist, formally and inform¬
ally.

Gangs are hybrid forms of peer groups, generally with a formal

leader; but, although common, the organized gang is not the character¬
istic social form of low income area youth.

Still, the gang-like play

style influences, to a great extent, where children play.
In their peer groups, children are action seekers, looking to amuse
themselves with a variety of activities.

They appear where things are

going on, and they want to know what is "happening" in their environ¬
ment; and the typically busy street life fulfills their desire.
Charles Guggenhim discovered that children, who participated in
a particular day-care center, departed each afternoon with differing
attitudes.

It seems that children from a housing project were reluctant

to leave the playground, but children from a nearby "slum" were anxious
to get back to the streets.

He concluded that these "slum" children

could exercise a great deal of freedom in the streets; they could feel
"cocky" and safe at the same time.

Ubiquitous street activity provided

ample variety for their adventures; and, at the same time, provided
a protective surveillance for the youngsters.
Whyte concluded that children will not use playgrounds adequately
because they want to play on hard surfaces that go somewhere.
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Further -

more, he believes that children like forbidden areas most.
attracted to clutter and require excitement.

They are

Play areas represent

publicly endorsed safe spaces, and children will reject these spaces
on this basis.

What's more, children show a marked antipathy for

barriers and signs that tell them what not to do.
Both Gans and Suttles discovered that recreational provisions
were poorly utilized in low income areas.

The lone park in West End

Boston was rarely used by anyone. ^6) in the Addams area of Chicago,
the parks were used in a manner that was directly related to the peer
group phenomenon: peer groups subdivided the parks and tacitly re¬
stricted the areas to various peer groups.^7) The activities, however,
were less than most parks are designed to accommodate.

The parks

served primarily as meeting places for the groups to "hang".

(See

map Nos. 5 and 6, Appendix II.) Playing, for the most part, occurred
in or near the street.
In short, planners and architects are naive in assuming that they
can isolate the activities of children in low income areas.

The street

will be used as a playground, and the form of the street should be
designed to accommodate it.
"One thing that never ceases to amaze me is the way kids
play touch football on Third Avenue on the Upper East Side
of New York. The timing is almost choreographic. They
not only have the game to think about, but through the corner
of their eye they have to watch the traffic lights and the rhythm
of the oncoming traffic. In one sense it is the scene of de¬
privation, and they deserve better. But is there not some¬
thing here of value?"(38)
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The street as the community center
The "community" is referred to here in a spacial sense.

Gans

pointed out that a community feeling did not exist in West End Boston
until conflict forced the people together.

He was referring to the

absence of a unifying spirit that encompassed the West End.

The

people failed to perceive of the West End as a collective enclave.

(39)

'

Suttles, on the other hand, described the low income community in
Chicago as a morphological form.

The peer groups created a com¬

munity constructed like, "building blocks" in an orderly relationship,
which he calls "ordered segmentation".

But these two concepts

express concepts of a social structure polemic that extends beyond the
scope of this analysis.
The concept of the street as a community center relates to the use
of the street by the aggregate of people who occupy the area.

Suttle’s

description of an evening in the Addams area is a succint illustration
of this position.
"During the summer months the streets in the Addams area
are thronged with children, young adults, and old people.
Street life is especially active in the afternoon after school
or work. The front steps are crowded with old people chatting
back and forth between households while some occasionally
bring out chairs when sitting space gets scarce. Young girls
stand in clusters a little distance from the "stoop-sitters, "
giggling, squealing, and glancing at the passersby. Young
unmarried men seem to occupy every street corner or un¬
used doorway. Small two and three-year-olds stumble, crawl,
and toddle along the sidewalks in front of their homes.
On warm nights there is hardly a stoop, corner, alley, or
doorway that has not been staked out by some of its regular
habitues. The adults get the door stoops. The young girls
stay close by, just out of earshot. The small children are
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given the run of the sidewalks in front of their mothers. The
unmarried males are relegated to whatever little nooks or
crannies are left.
By and large, the most persistent spatial arrangement is
one where peers of the same sex share the same location.
Among age and sex groups there is a rough gradation
corresponding to a progressive isolation from the household.
Nearest their house stoops are the women and the old
people followed by infants, young girls, young boys, and
adult males in that order. This particular ecological
arrangement, however, is not a result of any explicit set
of social rules or prohibitions. Young males sometimes
set on the door stoops but generally wander off once older
people take up their positions. Like all the other peer
groups of the same sex, the content and style of their con¬
versation does not provide any common framework within
which persons of different ages and sex can participate.
The married women talk about household duties, family
sickness, neighborhood scandals, and their infants. The
older men talk about their youth, pronounce judgments
on local politics, and tell stories and jokes about their
peers. The young girls examine the latest word on
clothing and pop tunes and tease each other about boys.
The younger boys follow the pattern of their fathers
and converse about the exploits of their peers. "(41)
The street is the medium of peer group sociability.

And, peer

group sociability is the vital center of life in the subculture: "the
end for which other everyday activities are a means."^^ In effect,
the street is the taproot of the subculture for which the dwelling is a
servicing appendage. (^3)

The street as an extension of the cell
With respect to the family unit, where there exists a direct rela¬
tionship between a particular dwelling space and a particular group of
people, the street serves as a necessary extension of the dwelling in
fulfilling the needs of the family.

Indeed, the relationship between
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dwelling conditions and street life activities may very well be the
opposite of that which popular opinion has ascribed.
Suttles dispels the myth that street life is the product of deplorable
dwelling conditions and unmitigated heat. First of all, the dwellings
are better kept than popular opinion realizes; and secondly, tempera¬
ture fluctuation has little if any effect on the amount of street activity.
In fact, Suttles records occasions of having observed women who come
(44\
out on their door stoops and sit in the rain with their umbrellas. ' '
Suttles attributes the prevalence of street life to a cultural attitude
toward the dwelling.

The dwelling is essentially a place for sleeping,

eating, protection against the weather, and certain ritual occasions.
This attitude is a phenomenon linked to the cultural histories of the
subculture--a position supported by Gans who was able to link the
culture of West End Boston with the culture of Southern Italians, past
and present.
The interiors of the dwellings encourage the street life phenomenon.
Suttles observed that the dwellings are well kept, but that the character
of the interiors is feminine.

The interiors represent a "woman's

world11, where the housewife displays her diligence and domestic skills
in the care and character of the interior; and there are hardly any
provisions for male activities.

n

The curtains are lace, the bedspreads

are chenille, the furniture elaborate with design and doilies, the
colors are light and delicate.

Here, there is simply no place for a

male with his dirty hands, informality, and coarse manners."^^
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The home, by its nature, is a '’ceremonial center", used only for
those rare moments when visitors are permitted a look at family life.
But, special moments aside, the household is not even an appropriate
place for the casual exchanges of women.

Consequently, informal

activities are directed from the dwelling to the street.
The street performs a vital function related to the dwelling and
its inhabitants.

It filters intimate involvement with others.

It permits

friendly, informal social relations without exposing the very private
nature of family life.

The people are very selective about who they

permit into the dwelling, usually limiting domestic gathering to rela¬
tives because, with the exposure of personal shortcomings, the individ¬
ual or the family is vulnerable in the peer group society.

And, since

family life is informal, exposure could bare something that might
jeopardize a position in the peer group.

The street literally allows

the family to regulate the flow of private information. (^9)
In addition, peer group sociability attracts the people out of the
dwelling.

Groups of peers congregate and separate themselves

according to sex, age, or interests.

And the street becomes a com¬

mon extension of all the cells.
The concept is physically manifested in Suttles description of the
Addams area.
M

So thoroughly do Addams area residents appreciate their
street life that by now it has been given some permanence
through a series of understandings and arrangements. Al¬
most every doorstoop, fence, alley, and sidewalk has its
claimants, and their usufruct is usually respected. Over
270 households have constructed a makeshift wooden bench or
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set up an old couch or discarded set of automobile seats
between the sidewalks and street. Excluding the projects,
where such permanent seating arrangements are illegal,
almost every (80%) block in the Addams area possesses
one or more of these accommodations. In the afternoon
and evening, people supplement these permanent seating
arrangements by bringing out chairs and cushions. The
fences and steps are worn smooth by years of use. Occas¬
ionally a television set is brought out where people can
enjoy it. And everywhere boys and girls have written their
names, like dogs leaving their scent. "(50)

The street as a social barrier
The street, at some scale, has a constraining impact on the
subculture's social milieu.

As the volume of traffic is increased,

the sociability perpendicular to the flow of traffic is reduced.

Obviously,

the more the functional aspect is intensified to hazardous proportions,
the more restraint there is on caprice.
The efficient physical mobility created by a freeway is linear in
nature and does not benefit directional movement that is adverse its
orientation.

The principal of high speed movement is based on the

physical constraint of movement perpendicular to the flow.

So, if

cross movement is successfully checked, the cleavage has no scale;
it may be a mile wide, or the thickness of an impermeable wall.

And,

while the necessity of efficient traffic flow is obvious, one needs to
understand some of the effects of this cleavage on the subculture's
social life.
Ironically, the low income subculture's sociability is apparently
more vulnerable to physical constraints than most other subcultures;
and, at the same time, the subculture is generally located near the
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city's center where the radiation of freeways create the greatest amount
of area segmentation.

With little physical mobility, the people develop

associations within the immediately accessable area; therefore, the
cleavages create numerous social enclaves.

Of course, other barriers

exist; economic differences, parks and public spaces, and non-residential zones are all obstructions to the sociability of the subculture.
But these aside, social enclaves are defined by thoroughfares that
hamper sociability.

(See map No. 1, Appendix II.)

The street as social definition
The peer group develops in an area and is then more strongly
associated with other peer groups within the area than with peers out¬
side the area.

Peers are loyal to one another, and directly opposed

to peers who reside in other areas.

So strong, in fact, is this phe¬

nomenon, that street gangs in the Addams area developed alliances
across ethnic lines in conflicts with gangs

of the same ethnic back¬

ground but different areas. (See map No. 4, Appendix II.)

For

example, Negro boys from the Addams area would enlist the aid of
Addams area Puerto Ricans in a conflict with Negro boys of some
other area.

The area, by social definition, breaks down traditional

ethnic barriers.

And although the illustration is dramatic, the same

phenomenon runs consistently throughout the peer stratification.
peer groups are linked by one common reality: the area.

The

They main¬

tain polarizing institutions within the area, but will identify more with
cross ethnic neighborhood peers than with ethnic peers outside the
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area, (51) "What is more, they perceive and appraise people of other
areas through accumulated knowledge of the respective areas. (52)
The subculture's sociability depends upon the personal knowledge
of each individual's behavior.

Only after a person demonstrates his

personal morals, can his behavior be appraised or predicted.

There

are no universal moral standards in the subculture, and trust develops
through one's ability to appraise and predict a person's behavior
according to familiarity with that person's own morals. (®^ There¬
fore, whenever observation is restricted, personal morality cannot
be discerned, and outsiders are viewed collectively in accordance with
the legacy of their particular area.

Too, the chain of observation will

continue to the limits of an area but not beyond.
The residue of this social definition is a symbolic vehicle inte¬
grated into the subculture's communications.

Neighbors are able to

speak of other enclaves exotericly. When someone mentions a parti¬
cular area he not only defines the area but also the character of the
people who inhabit that area.

The streets in the immediate area each

have established exoteric reputations, but whenever perception extends
across a major artery the symbolic area is more encompassing.
(See map Nos. 1 and 2, Appendix II. )
In short, social definitions are the product of two interrelated
forces in the subculture.

One, the "provincial morality" of the people.

And two, the restraints placed on this morality by physical separation.
The street, in its thoroughfare form, successfully segments and
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defines social enclaves within the low income subculture.

Conclusion
The street has many dimensions that architects have overlooked.
In addition to the traditional traffic ordering capacity, the street
serves as a vital nexus between the inhabitants and the peer group
society.

It is used as a playground by the children, and as a medium

of social expression by adults; indeed by its all inclusive nature, the
street is the community center--the spine of the social structure.
It serves as an extention of the cell, in that it provides a socializing
buffer between one’s peers and the intimacy of the family.

And, it

restricts and defines social enclaves that, good or bad, serve to order
the subculture.
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CONCLUSION

chapter fJ
CONCLUSION

"Architecture is a response to real forces working in society,
sensitively interpreted, organized by clear purposes with
recognized values and shaped by the most advanced technology
available."
Walter Gropius^)
Until architects are willing to take a responsible look into the vast
amount of information that sociologists have produced, these "real
forces in society" remain the innocuous words of a great man.

The

real forces in society are being spelled out by sociologists in abundant
quantities; but the architect, exercising his selective inattention,
rejects any input that is not directly translated into his language.

If

the sociologist would speak in architectural terms perhaps the archi¬
tect would listen; however, historically, the architect has not listened
long, before his intuition ran away.

The conclusion of this thesis is

that each element of a design must be examined across the full gamut
of the beneficiaries1 interests.
Social form, as interpreted by architectural philosophy has been
the product of that philosophy; and the inclusion of social values has
been used to defend form and has not been used as a generative tool.
The underpinning of many innovations is the architect's speculation
of what society "will be" and is not seated in the sociologist's concern
for what is.
"New society will provide man with opportunities so that he
will be able to maintain an individual relation to total life:
the right to have a personal opinion about life. So we should
create for men, by technical means, physical, psychological
and aesthetic conditions, so that he may have the possi¬
bility to define in space his personal opinion about life."
Bakema
Team 1()(2)
The inclusion of social understanding is an important part of the
design process of low income housing; but that understanding must
come through communication with competent social research if it is
to accurately serve practical goals.
The analysis demonstrates that the street is an integral part of
the peer group society, and the plasticity of the street form depends
upon the plasticity of the subculture's sociability.

The street is the

taproot of the social structure and is thereby more expressive of form
than mere physical relationships.

In the peer group society, the

street is more important to the emotional well being of the individual
than his dwelling.
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 10. Hilliard Center (From The Architectural
Forum, November, 1966).

Gans, by illustrating that a culture is altered very little by time
or place, discourages the popular idea of changing society to fit form,
or the idea that society is rapidly changing.

The simple fact is,

that if people have a choice, they will choose the form that best suits
their social needs.

And architects who go on designing with their

esoteric values are designing make-believe environments.
In 1966, the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) opened its new
Hilliard Center, a low income slum clearance project designed by
Bertrand Goldberg. ^

This project is selected for this conclusion be¬

cause it expresses the current philosophical stance of architecture,
and its initial acceptance is appropriate to the scope of this thesis.
Hilliard is an aesthetic urban counterfoil for Chicago’s famed Marina
Towers, also designed by Goldberg; and its concept is firmly the pro¬
duct of conventional wisdom.

(See illustration Nos. 10 and 11.)

The

scheme is the epitome of functional articulation, with plenty of sun¬
light, fresh air, open green space, playground facilities, and parking.
Hilliard symbolizes middle class values imposed upon low income
people, and the recorded response supports the indictment in this
thesis.
The CHA wished to create, in Hilliard, an image; but the social
image created, adumbrates its failure.

The idea of creating a social

image was poorly conceived; and the impact of that image was misjudged
and underestimated.

Goldberg and the CHA wanted the people to be

’’proud” of their dwelling, but when Hilliard opened, not one single
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 11. Hilliard Center and the urban aesthetic
(From The Architectural Forum, November, 1966).
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white family with children had accepted an apartment.

The reason

most often given by these families was directly related to the social
image of the project: they feared that their children would be identi¬
fied with a harassed minority.

The CHA had created a distinct social

enclave, a phenomenon discussed in the above analysis.
Goldberg had completely ignored the street and the peer group
society.

Instead, he designed Hilliard to address itself to the overall

urban structure.

The idea of relating the low income dwelling to an

overall urban structure is curious in view of the subculture's feelings
toward the city--a phenomenon discussed in the above analysis.
Goldberg's design describes principals that do not weigh the sociability
of the low income subculture, and its disappointing acceptance testifies
to that omission.
Oddly enough, Hilliard was accepted readily by a minority group
for which it was not specifically designed:

the elderly. ^

Perhaps as

their peer groups disintegrate, the opportunity to live in new dwellings
outweighs their attachment to the remaining peer groups. ^
The shock wave resulting from Hilliard Center catagorically
eliminates future high-rise schemes for low income housing in Chicago.
Civil rights groups put such great pressure on the CHA that CHA
chairman Charles Swibel agreed that future projects would occur out¬
side existing concentrations and would include no high-rise family
units. (8)

The price of Goldberg's omission is the exclusion of a form,

for future study, in Chicago's housing needs.
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 12. LaClede Town Pub: the integration of
residential and commercial areas, where street life cushions
the interface. (From The Architectural Forum, November, 1966).

One year before Hilliard1 s completion, a low income housing
project was opened in St. Louis that has since become a viable, racially
balanced community. ^ LaClede Town possesses what its developers
call

11

oId-fashioned vitality".

Jerome Berger, president of LaClede

Town Company and former disc jockey, called upon his childhood
memories of Belleville, Illinois, to determine those elements which
serve to make a pleasant environment; and the worth of Berger's
memory manifests itself in LaClede Town's success.
LaClede Town's 680 family units are all two and three story
attached houses, and there are no vacancies, Its success is attri¬
buted to a healthy mix of residential and commercial uses, and to its
location in St. Louis.

However, the occupants enjoy a balance of

street exposure and green space, and an emphasis on street life.
(See illustration Nos. 12 and 13) Indeed, all of the functions that the
peer group society demands of title street are fulfilled in LaClede Town.
LaClede Town is certainly not an architectural statement; the
caustic professional criticism it has received is evidence of that.
LaClede Town's virtue is seated in its nature; nature derived, not from
an architect's aesthetic prowess, but from a developer's empathy with
the low income environment.
Berger is blessed with experiences and a good memory which
helped him interpret environmental needs.

The empathy that remains

in Berger has a great deal to do with the sociability in his successful
project.
The lesson of LaClede Town is clearly that sociability and the
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ILLUSTRATION NO. 13. "The Urban Fair": an emphasis on street
life (From The Architectural Forum, November, 1966).

nature of an environment are correlated.

Quality, aesthetics, and

costs are all secondary to the environmental nature of LaClede Town.
Technology, ordering systems, and land use are all ancillary to
empathetic un de r s t an ding of the subculture.
Architects are asked to design for many subcultures from time
to time; and, for this reason, they must learn to acculturate their
thinking.

Undoubtedly they are unable to immediately perceive all

the problems in a scheme; but, by employing sociological research,
they may examine the subculture fs relationship to the elements of a
scheme and thereby determine its worth.

Statistics and quality require¬

ments define a program, but empathetic tinder standing is the life¬
blood of low income housing design.
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APPENDIX

I.

A SUMMARY OF A RESEARCH SYNTHESIS
BY WILLIAM MICHELSON
RESEARCH
Conducted by

John B. Lansing and members of
Survey Research Center
University of Michigan

Sponsored by

a grant from the
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads

Date

1965

Respondents

748 men and women representing
32 metropolitan areas

Nature

question the respondents' desires and
experiences in choosing a place to live

SELECTED FINDINGS
The dwelling

85% preferred living in single-family
houses
02% opted for apartment ownership
The choice of single-family houses is not
related to the respondent's stage in the life
cycle.
91% of the childless young couples questioned
preferred single-family houses.
84% of the older couples with no children at
home preferred single-family houses.

Location

15% preferred central locations

Transportation

79% commuted to work in a car
07% used public transit
14% of those who drive don't like it
43% of those who go by car could use public
transportation by walking ten minutes or less
to a public transit stop.
90% of these people said they would still use
the car even if public transit time and cost
was equal the car. They could not part with
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the convenience, comfort, and flexibility
of the car.
SYNTHESIS
Catagories people would have to fall into if
they would support a future trend in favor
of the "designer’s paradise.”
Those who live in a single-family home but
would move to a multiple dwelling,
Those whose lot is larger than average
but who want something smaller,
Those who want to live closer to the center
of the city, and
Those who could travel to work by either car
or public transit and who would choose public
transit if cost and time were the same.
Results Not a single respondent fit all the categories
2 respondents in 748 fit the first three
categories
Each category alone attracts 3 to 6 percent
of the respondents.
Conclusion Limited markets exist for each aspect of the
utopian approach to design, but indications
are that belief in wide spread acceptance
of the overall scheme is naive.
SOURCE
William Michelson, "Most People Don’t Want What Architects
Want,” T rans - Action, July and August, 1968, pp. 37 - 43.
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APPENDIX

II.

Descriptive maps showing
the "ORDERED SEGMENTATION" in
and around Chicago's Addams area.

SOURCE
Gerald D. Suttles, The Social Order of the Slum
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1968).
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Territoriality and Ordered Segmentation

MAP

1. Neighborhoods Adjacent to the Addams Area (“Taylor Street”)
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MAP 3.

Significant Features within the Addams Area
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Ecological Basis of Ordered Segmentation
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4. Dominant Groups in Areas Adjacent to the Addams Area
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